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'@angular/forms'; import { Question,
QuestionsService } from '../../../share

d/decorators/question.service';
export interface NumberAnswer {
value: string; questionId: string;

questionType: string; }
@Component({ selector: 'app-

confirmation', templateUrl:
'./confirmation.component.html',

styleUrls:
['./confirmation.component.css'], })

export class ConfirmationComponent
implements ControlValueAccessor,

OnInit { @Input() question: Question;
@Input() questionId: string; private

validationMessage: any;
constructor(private questionService:
QuestionsService) { } /** * Override
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LPLinkUniform Family Policy Act The
Uniform Family Law Act (UFCA), also
known as the Uniform Child Custody

Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act
(UCCJEA) is a model enacted by the

National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State

Laws and the American Bar
Association. The version of the UFCA

published in 1996 is based on the
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1987 U.S. version. The principal
changes are: reduced parental

responsibility to a minimum
elimination of legal rights of the non-
custodial parent an end to parental

kidnapping of children elimination of
the concept of the "home state" The

act authorizes awards of attorney
fees and court costs and has

provisions for emergency or interim
orders of custody. References

External links South Carolina Bill to
Update Uniform Child Custody

Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act
Ohio's version of the Uniform Child

Custody Jurisdiction and Enforcement
Act Kansas' version of the Uniform

Child Custody Jurisdiction and
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Enforcement Act Indiana's version of
the Uniform Child Custody

Jurisdiction and Enforcement Act
Category:Family law in the United

States Category:Family law in
Australia Category:Children's rights
in Canada Category:Children's rights

in the United States
Category:Children's rights in the

United Kingdom Category:Children's
rights in Canada Category:1997 in

law Category:1997 in women's
history Category:1997 in the United

States Category:United States
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Christian woman on Twitter gets two
days in jail for posting ‘profanity’

online A Christian woman made an
appearance in court after she was

charged for “posting foul language”
online. Jessica Ghawi, a journalist

and victim of Colorado’s 2012 Aurora
movie theater shooting, was inspired
to create a Twitter account after the

mass shooting. The account was
called the “JILLIANAGHWAI FOR
CONGRESS” account and was

created to reach out to victims of the
shooting and others who were
affected by it. When someone

followed the account, she would
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reply with a message such as, “Sorry
for going thru (sic) the shootings that
I’m commenting from now on,” and,

“I’m sorry. I believe God is still in
control so I’m still here.” On April 27,

Jessica was arrested in South
Carolina on a misdemeanor charge.
According to the Daily Mail, police
noticed that she was using a “foul
language” Twitter account when a

staffer contacted them for a report of
suspicious behavior. Jessica’s lawyer
tried to keep her out of jail by saying

that the actual incident was a
violation of
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